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Abstract 
 

Autonomic computing programming models explicitly 

address self management properties by introducing the 

notion of “Autonomic Element. However, most of 

currently developed systems do not employ autonomic 

self-managing programming paradigms. Thus a current 

challenge is to find mechanisms to identify the self-tuning 

behavior and self-tuning parameters which have 

implicitly declared using non-autonomic elements, and to 

expose them for monitoring or to an analysis framework. 

Static analysis, although it shows a good potential, it 

results in many false positives. In this paper, we provide a 

mechanism to identify the tuning parameters more 

accurately through dynamic analysis. 

 

1. Introduction, problem and motivation 
 

Reverse engineering techniques can contribute to the 

integration of existing software into autonomic 

frameworks, by automating the identification of tuning 

parameters and rearchitecting the software to expose them 

trough a separate control module.   

Autonomic computing programming models such as 

ACCORD [1] explicitly address self-tuning properties by 

introducing the notion of “Autonomic Element” as a unit 

of modularization.  

Despite the existence of self-managing programming 

paradigms, currently there has not been many industrial 

level or large scale systems employing them. Most of the 

currently developed systems use the component-based 

programming models such as Enterprise JavaBeans [2], in 

which, adaptation concerns have been implicitly declared 

using non-autonomic elements such as classes and hard 

coded into the program together with other business 

logics.  

In this paper we adopt an approach to automatically 

find candidate tuning parameters, using a set of hints 

observed from program execution, and exposing them for 

monitoring to analysis framework.  

It is noticeable that we approach the problem of finding 

software’s self-tuning parameters at a very fine granular 

level. Unlike black box approaches, which mine high-

level actuator/environment/sensor relations our analysis is 

tightly coupled with implementation details of the 

programs such as field values and method invocations. 

Fine grained analysis enables us to extract localized 

tuning parameters (i.e. in the components scope). 

However there is no view of system’s goal, state, and 

control parameters, since all of them are encoded in terms 

of anonymous objects. 

 

2. Related work 
 

So far most of the approaches employed in  discovering 

self tuning behavior focused on quantifying the 

relationship between well known sensor and actuator 

parameters [8][9]. Other research (like [10] and [11] for 

example) emphasize general self-management concepts 

and control loops and assume that the parameters and 

their role in a control loop is well known. 

Unlike those approaches, we discover unknown tuning 

parameters, case frequent in legacy applications that need 

to be re-engineered.  

In [3] (part of STAC project [4])   the authors look into 

internal components of the system and try to find self-

tuning logic from structural signature of the components.  

This was done by matching the component’s structure 

with a set of predefined patterns, summarizing possible 

signatures. 

In this paper, we take the approach of [3] one step 

further: self-tuning logic is identified by looking into 

dynamic features of a program. We show that classifying 

self-tuning behavior based on dynamic features (i.e. 

object values and execution traces) is more usable and 

precise than the previously performed static analysis 

because of the following reasons: 



1) According to our study, identification of tuning 

parameters only through static analysis could result 

in introduction of many false positives into the result. 

We believe that dynamic analysis could help us more 

in identifying the correct parameters.  

2) Instead of focusing on identification of general 

tuning parameters, we consider the notion of control 

loop in our analysis, and identify the roles the 

parameters play in a control loop.  

 

2.1.Organization of the paper 
 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 

Section  3 we discuss the necessary theoretical 

background about autonomic systems, and dynamic 

analysis.  In Section  4 we discuss our proposal for 

extracting self-tuning behavior. In Section  5 we introduce 

taxonomy of tuning parameters. In Section  6 we provide a 

description of test bed’s implementation.  In Section  7 we 

describe our method of mining self-tuning behavior 

theoretically. We investigate the applicability of the 

proposed approach to perform behavior mining by 

deployment of our approach to a set of examples in 

Section  8. We conclude and provide recommendations for 

further work in Section  9. 

 

3. Theoretical background: Elements of self-

tuning programming paradigm 
 

Self-management programming extends existing 

programming models, i.e., object-, component-, and 

service-based models, to support autonomic self -

management capabilities by postponing the some 

composition and interaction logic to runtime. This is done 

through separation of 1) application logic implemented 

using autonomic elements, and 2) adaptation logic. As a 

result the programming will be divided into two separate 

tasks: 

1. Developing a set of autonomic elements each 

specified using 1) its functional behavior and 2) the 

attributes of the element which need an external 

adaption through sensors and actuators.  

2. Defining the external adaptation logic; that is, how 

elements’ sensors are monitored and somehow 

affect the actuators. This is usually done directly 

through production rules (i.e. IF condition THEN 

actions) or indirectly (i.e. control loop models). 

While production rules are usually used to address 

functional requirements, numerical controllers 

(inspired by control theory) address tuning non-

functional attributes (e.g. performance metrics). 

Based on their possible role in a in a feedback control 

loop, we can classify the parameters in three groups ( see 

Figure 1), namely output, state and environment 

(perturbation), as follows: 

1. Output parameters (y) measure the output of a 

control loop.  

2. Environment parameters (p) are those parameters 

that are external to the software subsystem under 

study but have a direct influence on the state and 

output parameters (i.e. network capacity).  

3. State parameters(x) are internal parameters that are 

affected by the inputs and environment parameters 

and which can have an impact on the output 

parameters.  

4. Input (u) or control parameters  are the actuators and 

have the potential of changing the output and state 

parameters; those are the parameters we tune so we 

get the desired output from the component.  Number 

of threads, caching size, buffer size,and etc, are 

examples of input parameters.   

 

Figure 2 shows a simplified integration of control loop 

with adaptive module. 

 Once we identify the parameters, the adaptation logic 

represented by Controller measures the output, state, and 

environment parameters and acts on the input parameters 

(u). There can be different ways to implement the 

controller; an overview of controllers is presented in [12]. 

 

1. Modeling program behavior 
 

To analyze the dynamic behavior of a program we need 

to define a set of preliminary concepts which enables us 

to formally assert 1) data transfers and modifications 

 

Figure 1 A component with its parameters. 
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Figure 2 A control loop. The controller changes u, based on the 

measured x,y,p 
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through assignments and operations 2) method invocation 

sequence.  

Thus, we construct a model, based on [5], used as a 

repository to store the necessary information about 

program behavior at runtime, and to deploy further data 

analysis.  

The model is capable of representing several types of 

events which may occur during execution of a program, 

including evolution of object state, messages exchange 

between objects, storage of an object in a field or local 

variable, exposure of an object as method argument, 

instantiation and destruction of an object.  

In Figure 3, behavioral model elements are depicted as 

classes within an inheritance hierarchy, with relationships 

between them depicted as associations, or association 

classes. Later we will use elements of this model to obtain 

necessary information by invoking structural queries on 

it, written in logic based query format. These are the 

elements we need in our analysis: 

1. Aliasing, denoted by 

aliasedTo(method,container,field,obj), is the 

association of an object to a static placeholder (e.g. 

field, local variable or method argument) of a 

container in an activation of a method. In Figure 3, 

this is modeled as a ternary relationship Object, 

Activation, and Placeholder entities. Notice that an 

object could be associated with more than one 

placeholder at a time (i.e. different references to an 

object) 

2. Activation flow, denoted by 

isInFlowOf(oldContext,newContext,ofMethod), 

represents the change of context between two 

method activations. In each method a set of 

sequential commands are executed. Knowing that 

the execution contexts are in facts methods 

activated during program execution, and that, 

method's execution context starts when it is called 

and finishes when it returns, it is clear that 

execution contexts nest inside one another in a way 

that they form a tree, while each covers a set of 

aliasing events. In Figure 3 two entities Activation, 

and Method and the relationship between them 

model this predicate. 

3. Static reachability, denoted by 

isReachable(target_obj,source_obj,path), indicates 

that a target object is reachable by  a source object 

through a path. For example, if c1 is an instance of 

type Country, p1 an instance of Province, and r1 an 

instance of Region, then c1.p1.r1, indicates that 

object of type Region is reachable by object of type 

Country through the path .p1.r1. Notice that 

reachability is a transitive relation. 

4. Object equality, denoted by equals(object1 

,object2), is a way to formulate the change of 

placeholder content since it provides a way to test 

equality of an object before and after an assignment.  

5. Distance metric denoted by 

distance(Type,obj1,obj2) is a function, defined per 

type and specifies how two objects of the same type 

are compared to each other.  More formally, it maps 

each two objects of the same type to a numeric 

value �distance�obj1, obj2�|obj1, obj2 � Type1�

� int"). This value is used by the system to perform 

trend analysis on placeholders’ content. The 

distance function could be derived from comparing 

private numerical fields of the two objects or be a 

user defined function. 

 

4. Proposal 
 

According to section  3 self-tuning behavior is roughly 

considered to be composed of a reflexive behavior 

(orthogonal to sensor) connected to a control mechanism 

(orthogonal to an actuator).  As a result, we try to 

downcast the problem of identifying tuning behavior to 1) 

identifying control parameters and reflexive values in 

software components 2) investigating how these two are 

able to accomplish the self-tuning behavior. 

This is done technically through data mining on a given 

data set, obtained by intercepting the program‘s state and 

behavior over a specified period of time (see Figure 4). 

Thus, we are trying to find out how a particular 

component’s state (which is composed of field-values 

pairs) affects the component’s behavior (e.g. execution 

trace), and second, find the taxonomy element which 

characterizes this state-behavior relationship. These goals 

are performed in two steps: 1) Finding the relationship 

between system’s state and behavior (i.e. matching the 

call graph to the values assigned to tuning parameters) in 

various time instants. 2) Classification of the results into 

the taxonomy of state-behavior signatures. 

 
Figure 3  The model of aliases created by a set of nested execution 

contexts 
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Figure 4  The output of application is derived from its inputs, processed 

by its logic incorporating the taxonomy of tuning parameters. 

 

5.  Taxonomy of tuning parameters 

The taxonomy proposed by this paper extends the 

classification defined in [3]. In addition to [3], our 

taxonomy classifies self-tuning parameters based on the 

observed behavior of the component under analysis rather 

than their source code pattern usage (i.e. implementation). 

Having established a mapping between the component 

behavior and its dynamic signature (i.e. field values and 

execution trace), these patterns could be categorized 

based on component’s state change, data transfers, and 

executed method sequence.  

Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent the taxonomy of 

control patterns and reflexive attributes. The detailed 

description of these control patterns and reflexive values 

are represented in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

6. Source code Instrumentation 
 

The instrumentation is done using a single Aspect called 

CallLogger which is responsible for capturing and 

logging the interesting calls into a stack (callStack). 

Interesting calls are determined based on the scope of the 

field being analyzed as a tuning parameter. For example a 

general rule is that a tuning parameter should be statically 

accessible from the method of a caller in order to be used 

in that caller as tuning parameter. In static level, this 

implies that the method’s class and the field class should 

have an association unless the field is defined as static. 

The Boolean field, intercept, is used as toggle to control 

call interception. 

CallLogger also logs values of fields which are being 

analyzed.  Fields’ values are stored in HashMap called 

objFieldToValue.  Finally important objects together 

with their value and the interesting portion of call stack 

are concatenated together and make up a row of the 

dataset. 

Listing 1 shows a sample data obtained from 

Table 2 Description of reflexive value (sensor) patterns. 

Counter  

Measures how many times an event or 

action has occurred using discrete, 

constant increments (e.g., number of 

active connections). 

Size  
Measures how large a resource has 

grown (e.g., buffer usage). 

Average  
Measures the statistical average of some 

numerical or temporal parameter. 

Maximum  
Measures the statistical maximum of 

some numerical or temporal parameter. 

Minimum  
Measures the statistical minimum of 

some numerical or temporal parameter. 

Duration  

Measures the length of time some action 

or event has been occurring (e.g., system 

uptime) 

Table 1 Description of control (actuator) patterns. 

Enumerable 

 Controls the behavior of the system 

through some finite set of states 

(e.g., thread priorities, algorithm 

selection). 

Toggle  
 Enables or disables a behavior of 

the system (e.g., caching allowed). 

Capacity  

 Limits how large (i.e., memory 

footprint) a resource can grow (e.g., 

buffer limits). 

Threshold 

 Limits the number of times an 

event or action can occur (e.g., 

prevent new connections). 

Period  

 Controls the frequency with which 

an action or event is triggered (e.g., 

garbage collection). 

Timeout  

 Limits the length of time an action 

has to complete before it will be 

interrupted (e.g., reading bytes 

from a network connection). 

 

 
Figure 6 the taxonomy of reflexive values (sensors). 
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Figure 5 the taxonomy of control parameters (actuators). 
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instrumentation of a sample code. This data set is 

composed of two tuples, each having three elements 

(although generally could have any number of elements). 

The first element (i.e. 

15244180.test.Http11Processor.disableUploadTimeout.fal

se) is encoding a value of a field disableUploadTimeout 

which belongs to the class Http11Processor. The value 

of this field is false and is assigned to a container object 

with a hashcode of 15244180.   

In the second tuple of the dataset in Listing 1, it is 

encoded that while the values of the fields 

disableUploadTimeout and keptAlive is false, the call 

stack contains the invocation of method ‘setSoTimeout’ 

from package ‘test’ class Socket invoked on object with 

hashcode of 5947506. 

 

7. Analyzing and mining self-tuning behavior 
 

In this section we formally define the basis of our 

analysis and the data needed to perform it. The question 

to be answered in this section is: given a populated 

dynamic model with execution trace of a piece of code 

and a set of self-tuning patterns (i.e. reflexive and control) 

introduced earlier, is it possible to identify occurrences of 

the patterns in the execution model? 

In order to relate the patterns, to the dynamic model 

discussed earlier, we define logical queries (as discussed 

in [6,7]) imposed on the dynamic model defined in 

section  3 to: 1) Define the concept of reflection in a 

quantitative way in order to formalize the reflexive 

patterns. 2) Formalize the control parameters. 3) 

Formalize the relation between reflexive and control 

parameters that could finally help us identify self-tuning 

parameters. 

 

7.1. Mining reflexive patterns 
 

There are two basic types of reflection occurring in 

components implementation: 1) A value reflecting the 

execution. 2) A value reflecting another value.   
1) A value reflecting the execution 

These types of reflexive values are used to store meta-

level information about the sequence of executions. An 

example of this category is the counter pattern where a 

value, records the number of times a specified method 

sequence is executed. For example if whenever a branch 

of an if-statement is executed, a specific value is 

incremented, then the value reflects the number of 

executions. 

The following composite query is to find co-

occurrences between field’s value-change and an arbitrary 

execution sequence. Formally, the predicate isCounter 

finds all fields whose change, by any method activation, 

results in the execution of a common call-sequence. It 

uses the content of the stack as current calls sequence. 

 

callStackAfterExecutionOf(m1,callStack):- 

 isInFlowOf(m1,m2), 

 callStack=[m2|T], 

public aspect CallLogger 
{ 
Stack<String> callStack=new Stack<String>(); 
boolean intercept=false; 
Map<Object,Object> objFieldToValue=new 
HashMap<Object,Object>();  
 
pointcut calls (Object s, Object r):  
 (call(public * *.*(..)) 
 || call(protected * *.*(..)) 
 || call(* *.*(..))) 
 && !within(CallLogger) 
 && !cflow(call (* java.*.*.*(..))) 
 && this(s) 
 && target(r); 
 
before(Object s, Object r): calls(s, r) { 
 callStack.push( 
 String.valueOf(r.hashCode())+ "." + 
 r.getClass().getName()+ "." + 
 thisJoinPoint.getSignature().getName()); 
 
 printAllObjects(); 
 printCallStack(); 
} 
 
after(Object o) returning() : 
execution(pattern..*.new(..)) && this(o)  
{ 

objFieldToValue.put(o,null); 
} 
 
after(Object s, Object r): calls(s, r) { 
 if (!callStack.isEmpty()){  
  callStack.pop(); 
 } 
} 
 
public void printAllObjects(){ 
  for(Object objField:objFieldToValue.keySet()){ 
 printFieldsOfObject(objField); 
  } 
} 

Listing 2 Single aspect called CallLogger is instrumenting the code.  

DataSet= 

{... 

  <15244180.test.Http11Processor.disableUploadTimeout.false,  

    15244180.test.Http11Processor.keptAlive.false, 

    noMethod> 

, 

  <15244180.test.Http11Processor.disableUploadTimeout.false, 

    15244180.test.Http11Processor.keptAlive.false, 

    5947506.test.Socket.setSoTimeout> 

...} 
Listing 1 a sample data obtained from instrumentation of a sample code. 



 callStackAfterExecutionOf(m2,T); 

 callStack=[m1]; 

 

isIncremented(m,container,fld1):- 

 islastValueOf(container,fld1,m,value1) 

 aliasedTo(m,container,fld1,value2),  

 d=distance(value1,value2), 

 d=1.  

isCounter (fld1,counter_obj,fis):- 

 isIncremented(m1, counter_obj,fld1),!, 

 callStackAfterExecutionOf(m1,callStack), 

 fis=frequentItemSetOf(callStack). 

 

It should be noted that, although we used a simple 

query to represent the logic, the isCounter predicate is, in 

nature, a data mining task, since it tries to detect the 

correspondence between reflexive variable’s values and a 

common subset of method activations (execution 

sequence). 

  
2) A value reflecting another value 

This type of reflexive value is usually used to store 

meta-level information about another parameter in the 

program, over time (e.g. accumulator and average 

patterns) or space (e.g. size pattern).  

For example, in the accumulator pattern, one variable 

maintains the algebraic sum of another one. This is done 

by summing up the content of objects, over time (e.g. for 

those flowed through a place holder) or over physical 

location (e.g. for those stored in a collection). 

The pattern could be identified knowing the fact that 

according to the dynamic model (section  1 3), the 

difference between two subsequent values of accumulator 

should be equal to the flowed objects’ values passing 

through the place holder. The datalog-like query to 

perform this idea could be:  

isAccumulator(accumulator,fld1,accumulated_obj,fld2) 

:-aliasedTo(m1,accumulator,fld1,obj1), 

 aliasedTo(m2,accumulator,fld1,obj2),

 d=distance(obj1,obj2), 

 aliasedTo(_,accumulated_obj,fld2,accum_val) 

 ,equals(accum_val,d). 

 

Notice that there could be a case that in some time 

instants accumulator does not sum up the value (e.g. as a 

result of a more complex logic). As a result we use a 

modified version of the query in which 

equals(accum_val,d) is represented as a Boolean column 

in dataset and is being analyzed using data mining 

approach. This enables us to counter exceptional cases 

with incomplete knowledge of the program (Section  8). 

Another example of reflexive value is Maximum 

parameter, which is defined using the following query: 

isMaximum(container,max_fld):- 

aliasedTo(m1,accumulator,fld1,new_val), 

islastValueOf(container,fld1,m1,old_val) 

!, 

d=distance(old_val, new_val), 

d>01 

The query identifies the maximum pattern as a 

monotonically increasing parameter, implying that every 

new value assigned to it, should be greater than the old 

one. We used this weaker definition of maximum pattern, 

to ease the encoding the query. 

 

7.2. Mining control patterns 
 

Control patterns are characterized by presence of a 

value affect execution of a part of the program; control its 

physical attributes, or temporal features. Thus, they might 

control if an instruction set is executed or not, choose 

among different instruction sets, control the number or 

frequency of an execution set, or limit number of 

elements of a container.  

Focusing only on execution control, the practical way 

to detect these patterns is to find the recurring 

correspondence between the reflexive variable’s values 

and a recurring execution sequences. This could be done 

by having the variables and call stack attached together in 

every method activation context, and then identify a 

common subset call stack and variables values. The 

following query formalizes this idea: 

isToggling(fld1,container,fis):- 

 islastValueOf(container,fld1,m1,fld_value) 

 callStackAfterExecutionOf(m1,callStack), 

 fis=frequentItemSetOf([fld_value|callStack]). 

 

Other types of control patterns (temporal and physical) 

could be determined using similar methods. The 

substitution in the query, would be changing the call 

stack, representing the execution trace, with the data 

structure representing other aspects of control. For 

example in case  of physical pattern ‘size’, a dictionary of 

collection identifiers and their sizes could be used instead 

of callstack. 

 

7.3. Mining self-tuning loop (reflection + control) 
 

In previous subsections we introduced querying and 

mining as means of finding reflexive values and control 

parameters. In this subsection we try to combine the two 

in order to obtain instances of a control loops. 

                                                                 
1 r:-p!q means that in order for r to be satisfied for a variable 

substitution, there should be the case that if p is satisfied for that 

substitution then q should be satisfied as well. 



Our way of encoding the full control loop is to 

combine the definition of a reflexive and control patterns 

based on the relationship of reflexive and controller 

parameter. 

isControlLoop(container1,fld1,container2,fld2):- 

isPattern1(container1,fld1,….), 

 isPattern2(container2, fld2,…), 

hasCorrespopndence(fld1, fld2). 

 

The predicate hasCorrespopndence(…) finds if the two 

fields are corresponding to each other, and we are giving 

its formal definition after the following example: 

As an example of a common scenario is when the 

maximum and toggle patterns for a control loop. In this 

case the toggle condition, instead of a Boolean parameter, 

is obtained by comparing a variable to a maximum 

parameter. 

For example, a web server might increase the 

connection poll size if the maximum number of faults per 

second exceeds some amount: 
…. 
update(maxReqPerSec); 
boolean increaseSize=curFaultRate> 
maxFaultRate; 
if (increaseSize){ 

    maxFaultRate= curFaultRate +  
(curFaultRate -maxFaultRate)*0.1 

 conPoll.setSize(curSize*1.2); 
} 
… 

 

In this example, the reflexive parameter (e.g. maximum 

number of faults per second) is used to control the 

execution of some behavior (i.e. increasing the size of 

connection-poll). 

In the introduced example the query would be:  

isMaximumToggleLoop():- 

isMaximum(container1,maximum_fld), 

 isToggling(boolean_fld,container2,partOfStack), 

hasCorrespopndence(maximum_fld, 

boolean_fld). 

 

Boolean field used in the toggle is calculated based on 

the maximum field, and, thus, correspond to each other in 

terms of their values. 

Preliminary Definitions: Let us take �����as reflexive 

parameter, ����	 as the control parameter, and 

�����and������t�and �
���t� as their value, respectively, 

over time computed the same way as distance(…) 

function (Section  3). 

We define the value correspondence function 

�� ����,� ���	 as the function mapping each ����� to its 

corresponding����	 if the timestamp of the assignment of 

�
��to �
�� falls within the interval in which ����� is 

assigned to�����. Thus the function �� ����,� ���	maps two 

numeric values representing the relation between 

reflexive and control parameters. 

After all we define the value of 

hasCorrespopndence(…) predicate  as true if it is possible 

to find regression in �� ����,� ���	 (i.e., between pairs of 

������, �
���).  

 

8. Methodology showcase 
 

As a proof of concept, we deployed our approach over 

a number of test cases, previously discussed in the 

literature. These test cases were basically chosen from 

real scenarios were autonomic programming could be 

applied, for example in a web server (on a part of code 

which manages session timeouts) on a program which 

handles the size of a queue dynamically. 

The showcases cover the patterns toggle, counter, 

maximum, and delay which cover both reflexive patterns 

and control ones. 

 

8.1. A behavioral pattern: Toggle 
 

As mentioned earlier a toggle pattern is characterized 

by presence of a variable (usually Boolean) which 

controls if a part of the program is executed or not (i.e. 

enabled or disabled). Toggle pattern is usually manifested 

in the source code as an if-statement which changes the 

control sequence based on evaluated value of a toggle 

field. 

The practical way to detect toggle behavior is to find 

the recurring correspondence pattern or association rule 

between the current call branch and the toggle variable 

state (co-occurrence of two specific control sequences 

with each value of the field.). This could be done by 

having the variables and call stack attached together in 

every change of context (i.e. function context), and then 

identify a common subset composed of a subset of 

dynamic call graph (or call stack) and variables.  



In the example source code of Listing 3 an example of 

a toggle named disableUploadTimeout is mentioned. This 

toggle controls whether timeouts are employed when 

reading from a socket. For capturing it’s sample behavior 

we used a test case to generate a couple of calls to 

Http11Processor.process, check the correspondence 

between the field 'disableUploadTimeout' and the 

difference between produced branches inside the scope of 

the field (i.e. Http11Processor class) 

Finally after applying association rule mining on the 

result the analyzer found 5 rules (see Listing 3). The rules 

prove presence of toggle behavior by through showing 

that invocation of method Socket.setSoTimeout   correlates 

with the value of Boolean variable disableUploadTimeout 

(false). 

 

8.2. A numerical pattern: Counter 
 

A counter maintains the algebraic sum of number of 

times an event occurs or specific control sequence is 

executed. The counter pattern is usually implemented 

using a field that is incremented, decremented, or both 

based on some pre-conditions. 

Dynamically the pattern should correspond to the 

number of times a specific control sequence is navigated. 

For example if whenever a branch of an if-condition is 

executed a specific value is changed in the same way (i.e. 

co-occurrence of value-change with control sequence).  

Listing 5 includes an example source code which uses 

the counter pattern. A field, named nCacheMiss maintains 

a count of unsuccessful accesses of a cache. The example 

counter is only ever incremented, so it would be given the 

monotonically increasing subclassification. 

Here finally the value-change (deviation) of 

nCacheMiss depends on the value of foundBuffer. 

class LogBufferPool { 
 //... 
public Integer hi=1;  
public long nCacheMiss = 0; 
//... 
LogBuffer getReadBuffer(long lsn) throws 
DatabaseException { 
  Random r=new Random(); 
  Object foundBuffer=null; 
  foundBuffer= r.nextInt(1)==1 ? new  
    Object():null; 
  //... 
  if (foundBuffer == null) { 
 nCacheMiss++; 
  }  
  return null; 
} 
Listing 5 an example source code with counter pattern uses a field, 

nCacheMiss, to maintain a count of unsuccessful accesses of a cache. 

class Http11Processor { 
 //... 
public boolean disableUploadTimeout = false; 
pusblic int keepAliveTimeout; 
public int soTimeout; 
public boolean keptAlive; 
//... 
public void process(Socket socket) throws 
IOException { 
  //... 
  if (!disableUploadTimeout && keptAlive) { 
    if (keepAliveTimeout > 0) { 
   socket.setSoTimeout(keepAliveTimeout); 
    } 
    else if (soTimeout > 0) { 
 socket.setSoTimeout(soTimeout); 
    } 
  } 
  //... 
  if (!disableUploadTimeout) { 
    int timeout = 0; 
    socket.setSoTimeout(timeout); 
  } 
} 
} 
Listing 3 an example of a toggle named disableUploadTimeout. 

1. disableUploadTimeout=true  � noMethod 48   

      2. disableUploadTimeout=true , keptAlive=false  �noMethod 32 

      3. disableUploadTimeout=true ,  keptAlive=true  � noMethod 16 

 4. keptAlive=false , Socket.setSoTimeout  � disableUploadTimeout=false 24 

 5. keptAlive=true , Socket.setSoTimeout  � disableUploadTimeout=false 16   

Listing 4 applying association rule mining proves  presence of toggle behavior, since method  Socket.setSoTimeout   correlates with the value of 

disableUploadTimeout. 

if (!disableUploadTimeout && keptAlive) { 
  if (keepAliveTimeout > 0) { 

   socket.setSoTimeout(keepAliveTimeout); 
  } 
  else if (soTimeout > 0) { 

    socket.setSoTimeout(soTimeout); 
  } 
} 
//... 
if (!disableUploadTimeout) { 
  int timeout = 0; 

  socket.setSoTimeout(timeout);} 



However one should track values of all intermediate local 

variables such as foundBuffer to notice this correlation, 

and this would make the analysis very cumbersome in 

terms of storage and processing. But, there is also a 

weaker correspondence between execution of 

getReadBuffer() and the addition to the nCacheMiss 

 

8.3.  A statistical pattern: Maximum 
 

A maximum pattern occurs when a field maintains the 

statistical maximum of a numerical or temporal value 

over time.  

Statically the maximum pattern can be characterized as 

a field that is only assigned an expression to which it has 

been evaluated as being greater than.  

Dynamically the detection of maximum pattern needs 

matching the value of the field (f1) and so far maximum 

of another values assigned to another field (f2). This way 

requires computing maximum of every variable in part of 

the program and crosschecks it with other variables. 

However a simpler approach is to detect when 1) a 

variable (f1) rises steadily and 2) f1 becomes f2 only if 

when f2 rises (the reverse is not always true since f2 

might rise while still being less than maximum) 

As an example, in Listing 6, a maximum named 

sessionMaxAliveTime could maintain the statistical 

maximum of the duration of all client sessions with the 

server. 

 

 

8.4. A temporal pattern: Delay 
 

A delay prevents a behavior from occurring for some 

specified length of time. The delay is usually 

accomplished by causing the current thread of execution 

to leave the runnable state. This pattern is usually 

manifested in the source code as a field that is evaluated 

in the same context that causes a thread to wait for some 

time interval (i.e.using the Java API method 

Thread.sleep()) 

Using dynamic analysis the pattern could be detected 

by matching the thread’s sleep time with a value of a 

field. This would require logging the states of threads in 

the system (i.e. instantiation, sleep, wait, destruction). A 

simplification is to only match those fields that are used 

by the threads or the threads that are branched out from a 

thread which used the fields.  

 

9. Conclusion and future work 
 

In this  paper  we  introduced  a  new  technique  to 

 identify  tuning parameters.  We started by defining a 

taxonomy of the tuning parameters by classifying them in 

reflexive (output,  state, environment) and control (input). 

  Then we used dynamic program analysis  to identify 

them: we used aspect  oriented programming  to  trace the 

 program  and  then we applied a set of queries  on  the 

 trace.  The queries depend on the type of parameter we 

are looking for. We illustrated the technique on different 

types of tuning parameters including toggle, maximum 

and delay. 

Our approach can be used as standalone or as a filter to 

improve the accuracy of static analysis. In the latter case 

the tuning parameters which are the result of the static 

analysis are further filter through dynamic analysis. 

Our work can be extended to identify and expose the 

implicitly declared self-tuning behavior instead of self-

tuning parameters. This will help maintainers to identify 

parts of the program that contain implicit self-tuning logic 

and extract self-tuning concerns into separate modules. 

 

10. References 
 

public class EnvironmentImpl implements 
EnvConfigObserver 
{ 
public long backgroundSleepInterval; 
public int backgroundSleepBacklog; 
public void sleepAfterBackgroundIO() 
{ 
  if (backgroundSleepBacklog > 0) 
    { 
       //... 
       try { 
   Thread.sleep(backgroundSleepInterval); 
 } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
 } 
     } 
} 
} 
Listing 7 an example source code with delay pattern, controlled by the 

parameter backgroundSleepInterval 

public class StandardSession 
implements HttpSession, Session, Serializable  
{ 
private ManagerBase manager; 
private long creationTime; 
 
public void expire(boolean notify) { 
  long timeNow = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
  int timeAlive = (int) ( 
    (timeNow - creationTime)/1000); 
  //... 
  if (timeAlive >   
    manager.getSessionMaxAliveTime()) { 
    manager.setSessionMaxAliveTime(timeAlive); 
  } 
} 
} 
Listing 6 A maximum named sessionMaxAliveTime maintains the 

statistical maximum of the duration of all client sessions. 
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